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FOREWORD

Time has shaped the definition of anxiety; like clay, 
it changes with pressure. Angst and its more elevated 
synonym, furcht, tie the concept of fear with threat; 
the pressure comes from the future - the foreboding 
dread of the overtaking of machines during the 
industrial revolution, the threat of World War in the 
20th Century. Contrastingly, anxiety has been closely 
linked with pressure from the past, too; the anxiety  
of influence, the pressure of following what has come 
before. 

For his new exhibition, Anxiety Generation, Stuart 
Semple focuses on anxiety as defined by the pressures 
of now. “My generation has never had a great war, 
nor do we have the memory of one,” Semple explains. 
His is a generation with an anxiety that thrives in 
denial and disconnection; one that comes from the 
pressures of freedom and from the violent past it 
is built on, yet completely disengaged from: “My 
generation is the fulcrum for decades of anxiety and 
we have been made so inert and fearful that we dare 
not even face it to understand what it is.” 

The narrative that runs through Anxiety Generation 
eludes to idiosyncrasies of Semple’s generation - 
solitude, hostility, disillusionment - all causes of and/
or fuelled by a greater anxiety. The painting, Wanna 
Be Startin’ Somethin’ represents a directionless and, 
consequently, hostile youth culture; a faceless youth, 
dressed in a tracksuit strides through a burning 
landscape, evoking images of the 2011 London riots. 
He is reminiscent of the lost of Semple’s generation 
- those who, in a world where everything is instant, 
accessible and free - where socialising is a solitary 

activity - have nothing to fight for, those who start 
their own wars to find things to be passionate about. 
Semple explains that people are “suspended between 
two states”: the over-stimulation caused by saturated 
mass culture and the “unconscious coma state 
induced by […] that flickering media-flow which 
ultimately shuts us down.” People live desensitised 
from reality, in a content middle ground, failing 
to face any extremes/fears. Despite this generation 
being free, without the constraints of war or any 
other threat, ambition is kept just for children; as 
demonstrated by All The Stars That Never Were, 
childhood ambition becomes disappointment/
disillusionment with age and the onset of adulthood. 
The anxiety of the generation is one associated with 
being nothing, achieving nothing and meaning 
nothing. But it is also, too, one focused on something 
foreboding, an anxiety of missing something, 
perhaps, sleeping through life while socializing alone 
at a laptop, living through screens.

Semple proposes that to understand the predicaments 
of the current generation, we must remove time and 
distance the anxiety from the context that has shaped 
it. He explains, “Paint and its ability to convey an 
image is vital now, its place outside a digital space 
is an ideal arena to discuss where we are and more 
importantly how it feels to be here.”

by Claire Hazelton



Out of the ruins 
Out from the wreckage 

Can`t make the same mistake this time 
We are the children 
The last generation 

We are the ones they left behind 
And i wonder when we are ever gonna change 
Living under the fear, till nothing else remains

Tina Turner, We Don’t Need Another Hero



You chose a title that describes a generation 
through its anxiety. What kind of anxiety, and 
which generation?

I’m really talking about my generation and the 
generations younger than me. A generation that  
is perhaps 2 or 3 generations away from the 60s  
and second world war. The anxiety is a cultural one,  
a social one. I’m not talking about a personal anxiety,  
it’s wider than that.

Is it an anxiety generated by the lack of purpose, 
by a life that’s too easy? In your notes you remark 
that the “Anxiety generation” has had no Great 
Wars, no Great Depressions, yet it’s living in fear.

It’s not necessarily a lack of purpose. I think it’s 
more like we’ve inherited a purpose, around 
consumption and attaining certain things that are 
valued, and I think we are realising that perhaps they 
are unobtainable and really that is making us very 
anxious. Really in terms of the wars, my parent’s 
parents remember the horror of the war, the genocide 
and remember bombs being dropped on London. They 
remember the atom bomb, but that is way in the back 
of our history. Yet we’ve inherited all these anxieties, 
about our bodies, about the dangers of talking to 
strangers. Risk is big business and we’ve been the 
victim of that. There seems to be an underlying level of 
fear, and it’s so normal that we no longer even notice  
it is there.

Do you think that we are more fragile now,  
is this a kind of vulnerability you are addressing  
in your new work? Or do new generations have  
a different kind of strength in comparison to  
past ones?

It’s fascinating because in one way we have 
technologies that have extended our capacity to deal 
with this situation, we can choose how we portray 
ourselves to the world, we can find information faster 
than ever so we can learn and adapt. But the fragility 
comes from the fact that we are so isolated, we no 
longer have the physical community, real smiles are 
now emoticons. We don’t know our neighbours. We 
really are at the mercy of an image world that keeps 
us suspended between a state of over stimulation and 
a complete and utter zombie state. We are left craving 
that excitement. This constant bombardment weakens 
us. It’s violent.

There’s always been a dark undertone to your 
paintings, but this new series is committed to 
bringing that undertone to the forefront...

Yes you are right the themes I’ve been dealing with 
under the surface of the paintings have now come 
right to the front. I think they are the most explicit 
things I’ve done and that frightened me a bit.

PAINTING THE FEAR 
Q&A BETWEEN STUART SEMPLE & PIA CAPELLI



In the last few years you have been using 
alternative spaces, presenting environmental 
installations, performances, and paintings. This is 
an all-paintings show in a Mayfair Gallery. What 
body of work are you showing at Delahunty and 
what does it say about your work in these last 
two years?

Painting has always been my main activity and those 
other projects, by the most part, have had a strong 
painting element in them. It’s exciting to return to a 
white walled, formal gallery environment. I think in 
a lot of ways this series of work solidifies a lot of the 
ideas I’ve been playing with in the last few projects I’ve 
done. I’ve made 22 works for the show. There’s a series 
of quite large paintings, some works on paper where 
I’ve merged digital printing and collage and paint and 
then there is a series of smaller paintings called ‘Killing 
Me Softly’ where I have taken stills from 1970s erotic 
Italian cinema and repainted them underneath banal 
90s pop lyrics. So there are 3 main series of works in 
the show.

I know you have a very wide system of visual 
and literary references, Allen Ginsberg and Paul 
Virilio, Picasso and horror movies, Guy Debord 
and superheroes... you’ve been thinking and 
writing about the “un-coolness of representation” 
today. How important is painting in this new 
context? What can painting do for us today?

That’s a big question...

Painting is different from any other medium, in that 
it does not have a duration. So it remains, music has 

a start and an end, same with literature, dance, and 
poetry. Painting unlike photography is made over a 
period of time so it has a lot of flexibility. If the issue 
or the problem is the image world, the impact this 
has on the individual and the society, then painting is 
a very good way of reanalysing the representational 
image. That’s very un-cool at a time when abstract 
post-internet art is on the rampage, but I think it’s 
important. I think pictures are important. They tell us 
where we were at a moment. When you paint a movie 
still and bring it into art, it shifts it and gives us space 
to consider it in a different way. A lot of the images in 
these works if you saw them on YouTube they wouldn’t 
effect you, but when you see them on a canvas they 
regain their violence in away. It’s very strange. The 
world of images is becoming increasingly fast. When 
we are dealing with 25 frames a second I think it’s 
very difficult for us to decode those images and with 
CGI and High Definition it’s increasingly difficult to 
draw a line between fact and fiction. The most violent 
events from the world are now being beamed into our 
living rooms, more real than real and this is something 
that my parents generation didn’t have to deal with. 
Painting is a very powerful tool in freezing that and 
moving it so we can have time and space to think 
about it.  

How do approach your images? How do you build 
them? What are the key elements of these new 
works?

I normally start off by collecting things, massive 
collections of images and songs and influences. 
I’m reading non stop. These images start to form 

collages, digital collages on the computer. The works 
on paper in the show are actually a good insight into 
what those look like on my screen. Sometimes those 
collections and collages grow over years, and after a 
while they feel like they need to come off the screen 
and be painted. At that point it’s a bit like performing 
or recording a song that has already been composed. 
Once I’ve made a few I start to realise that there 
could be a collection of these things that deal with a 
theme or argument from different points of view. So 
then I think the exhibition itself becomes the work. I 
suppose the key elements are coming from a dialogue 
with cinema, horror movies really, the way horror 
movies are marketed depending on how scary they 
are. Gindhouse cinema was a massive influence and 
the movie posters. Then music and song lyrics bring 
the text element into the works. Ultimately I hope 
they end up being quite noisy like the culture they are 
reflecting. 

In your biography for this show at Delahunty 
you are described as a “social commentator”, 
which is true in more than one way. I know you 
are involved in a campaign for mental health, 
and your work, as a painter has always had, since 
when you were very young, this powerful take on 
political and social events. When, and why, did 
you choose Pop Art for this purpose?

I feel funny about using the words ‘pop art’ because 
I don’t feel necessarily that I’m doing anything other 
than painting the environment around me. Yes pop 
artists did that, but the world of music videos, fashion 
editorials, adverts, that’s the vocabulary that I grew up 

speaking. It’s a very natural way for me to work. It’s a 
very straightforward language and the nice thing is 
that it’s not an elitist way of describing things. I started 
to realise that you can use it to talk about political and 
social issues. There is something quite inclusive about 
popular culture, but I think it’s possible for it to carry 
deeper meaning. A lot of pop songs on the surface 
appear to be one thing yet when you dig deeper they 
have a different agenda. I like that idea.

Personally I think I also need a reason to make things. 
There’s got to be a purpose, and I think paintings 
can take on a political or social function and that’s 
something I want to spend my time doing.

So the ruins and wreckages we see in your 
paintings are not symbols of doom, but a place to 
start from? A way of showing that through art we 
can hope that we’ll rebuild a better society and 
stronger identities?

Yes I think so, they really are the detritus of where 
we’ve been. It’s the past but it really doesn’t have to 
dominate our future. I really believe that art can help 
us connect in real ways, and help us see where we are 
and maybe work out where we can go. Like I say in 
the Technicolor Hiroshima painting if it’s not love it’s 
the bomb that will bring us together. We still have a 
choice. In the end it’s going to be okay. We can work 
this out in a positive way or we can be taken there 
kicking and screaming. We still have the capacity to 
opt out of this state of fear.

Pia Capelli is a contemporary art critic living in Milan. 



The contemporary sedentary 
is someone who feels at home 

everywhere, thanks to cellphones, 
and the nomad is someone who does 
not feel at home anywhere, someone 

who is excluded, ostracized. 

The Administration of Fear, Paul Virilio



WANNA BE STARTIN’ SOMETHIN’?
Acrylic on canvas
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



ALL THE STARS THAT NEVER WERE
Acrylic, charcoal & gesso on canvas
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



IT HURTS WITH EVERY HEARTBEAT
Digital print, acrylic, india ink, vinyl, china marker, glitter & stickers on Hahnemuhle German Etching paper 
76 x 56 cm
2014



WE DON’T NEED ANOTHER HERO 
Acrylic, india ink & spraypaint on canvas
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



COMATOSE HANGOVER
Acrylic on canvas
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



And all the stars that never were 
are parking cars and pumping gas

The Way to San Jose, Burt Bacharach



TELEVISION MAN IS CRAZY 
Digital print, & acrylic on Hahnemuhle German Etching paper 
76 x 56 cm
2014



OOPS! I DID IT AGAIN
Acrylic on canvas
75 x 75 x 5 cm
2014

ICE ICE BABY
Acrylic on canvas

75 x 75 x 5 cm
2014



LIFE IN PLASTIC
Acrylic on canvas
75 x 75 x 5 cm
2014

ZIG A ZIG AH
Acrylic on canvas

75 x 75 x 5 cm
2014



MMMBOP
Acrylic on canvas
75 x 75 x 5 cm
2014

I SHOULD BE SO LUCKY
Acrylic on canvas

75 x 75 x 5 cm
2014



MAYBE WE COULD STAY A WHILE IN HEAVEN TODAY? 
Acrylic, charcoal, spraypaint & vinyl on canvas
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



MY BRAIN HURTS LIKE A FUCKING WAREHOUSE
Acrylic & charcoal on canvas
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



The spectacle is not a collection of images,  
but a social relation among people,  

mediated by images.

Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle



SHE DIED ON T.V
Digital print, gesso, india ink, acrylic, vegetable dye transfer, china marker & vinylon Hahnemuhle German Etching paper 
76 x 56 cm
2014



SUSPENDED IN THIS BLISS
Acrylic on canvas 
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



CINDERELLA-PHOBE 
Digital print, watercolour, acrylic, india ink, collage, foil, paint marker & graphite on Hahnemuhle German Etching paper 
76 x 56 cm
2014



YOU ARE NOT ENOUGH 
Digital print, acrylic, vinyl, china marker, foil & stickers on Hahnemuhle German Etching paper 
76 x 56 cm
2014



What we are doing is making 
children more insecure as our 
alarmist message becomes part  

of everyday life.

Frank Furedi



LET’S SEE WHAT YOU COULD HAVE WON!
Acrylic, vinyl, oil pastel & paint marker on canvas
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



TERROR EYES 
Digital print, acrylic, vinyl & oil pastel on Hahnemuhle German Etching paper 
76 x 56 cm
2014



ERASED COOL-AID 
Acrylic & charcoal on canvas
120 x 120 x 7 cm
2014



TECHNICOLOR HIROSHIMA
Acrylic & charcoal on canvas
200 x 200 x 7 cm 
2014



I heard telephones,  
opera house,  

favourite melodies 
I saw boys, toys,  

electric irons and T.V.’s 
My brain hurt like a warehouse 

it had no room to spare 
I had to cram so many things  
to store everything in there

David Bowie, Five Years
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